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11:12:37  From  Mary Hughes : http://www.bu.edu/classrooms/tech-support/faqs/ 

11:13:31  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : YOu can also access the BU Wheelock page -

which has a list of resources, including this one. 

11:13:33  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : https://www.bu.edu/wheelock/lfa/ 

11:22:22  From  Nermeen Dashoush : how do we know the accurate classroom capacity number?! 

11:22:28  From  Karen Murphy : when/how will we find out what the capacity is of our assigned 

classrooms? 

11:22:47  From  Thomas Maldonado-Reis : I’ll be confirming the LFA classroom capacity for your 

courses once we have confirmation of classroom assignments 

11:22:55  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : Once your classroom has been assigned-go to 

https://www.bu.edu/classrooms/find-a-classroom/ 

11:23:04  From  Karen Murphy : thanks 

11:23:25  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : I encourage you to check out that site anyway as 

it will give you ideas as to what your classroom may look like 9even if your room may change) 

11:23:34  From  Nermeen Dashoush : but does that link have covid capacity ?  

11:23:39  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : YES! 

11:23:41  From  Mary Hughes : When you look up the classrooms now on the BU site, they have a 

blueprint showing the physical distancing and the number you can now have in the room 

11:23:46  From  Nermeen Dashoush : thank you  

11:25:19  From  Ellie Friedland : I am confused about #s and capacity. If the room is approved for 

9 students and there are 9 students in the class, does that mean those 9 students AND the professor can 

be in the room or is the total capacity for the room 9 people? 

11:26:20  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : The capacity listed is for students. 

11:26:56  From  Ellie Friedland : Is there a number of people above the capacity listed that can be 

in a room? 

11:26:57  From  amie grills : The maps are really helpful for seeing the way the room will be set up 

11:29:05  From  Thomas Maldonado-Reis : Ellie, my understanding is that the capacity is the total 

number of students. You can add +1 for the instructor. It has not been clear to me yet if we can likewise 

+1 for a moderator/TA/etc. or whether that individual should be included in the student capacity. I can 

raise that question with the Registrar’s Office and follow up. 



11:30:21  From  Ellie Friedland : Thanks, Tom.   

11:30:22  From  Laurie Pohl : Is it OK for us to ask students to indicate how they will “attend” 

before each class session? Even with platooning, some may decide to join remotely even if scheduled to 

be in person. 

11:30:36  From  Jerry Michael Whitmore Jr. : Yes! 

11:30:38  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : I would! 

11:31:01  From  Ariel Tichnor-Wagner : Following up on Laurie’s question: What happens if ALL 

students in your class want to be online? Can we form our own class contract to be remote? 

11:31:12  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : Yes! 

11:31:12  From  amie grills : Thank you LfA team—this is outstanding! 

11:32:00  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : Also-if only one or two students are in person 

(and say you have 15 remote), does it make sense to hold F2F or go to all online (ie how doe sit impact 

your learning environment?) 

11:32:23  From  Nermeen Dashoush : excellent question. wondering the same  

11:32:48  From  Laurie Pohl : echoing Ellen’s and Ariel’s and Nermeen’s questions/comments 

11:33:37  From  Laurie Pohl : Linda — regular fall calendar — will be going remote after 

Thanksgiving? 

11:34:33  From  Mary Hughes : It sounds like they are leaning towards not going  remote after 

Thanksgiving 

11:34:54  From  Laurie Pohl : TY 

11:35:16  From  Laurie Pohl : Thank you Ellen and coaches! 

11:36:53  From  Ariel Tichnor-Wagner : Yes THANK YOU lfa team for leading us through such 

challenging and uncharted work and for all this valuable information 

11:37:00  From  Karen Murphy : are they limiting the amount of time we can be in person with 

students? I heard that many places won't allow sessions longer than 45 minutes 

11:37:18  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : I have not heard that AT all. 

11:38:06  From  claudiabrown : Thank you for this presentation! 

11:38:16  From  Kaylene Mae Stevens : Is there a protocol for taking classes outside or meeting 

outside? Is this something we as faculty can do or do we need to ask permission about this?  

11:38:32  From  Ellie Friedland : I have been told that all social work courses must be no more 

than 45 minutes long, in person or online.  The School of Theatre faculty have said in person should be 

no more than 45 minutes--I am teaching a course there. 



11:38:56  From  Grace Kim : It will be great if the university or the college could provided a 

syllabus statement about wearing masks. 

11:38:56  From  Yasuko Kanno : Can someone speak to how to conduct pair work and small work 

in the classroom? I just don't know what that looks like. 

11:39:06  From  Karen Murphy : yeah, that's what I heard too and wondered if that would affect 

us as well 

11:39:11  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : I can clarify about the 45 minutes. Again-I have 

not heard that but will check. 

11:39:22  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : The University is working on a syllabus statement 

11:39:49  From  Nermeen Dashoush : what is the protocol if we have symptoms or someone in 

our household has symptoms?  

11:40:04  From  Megina Baker : Will we be setting up our own Zoom sessions for our classes and 

logging in through the in-classroom platform? Or will someone from LETS be setting that up? 

11:40:24  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : Megina-we would be responsible. 

11:40:32  From  Megina Baker : Ok thanks 

11:40:39  From  Tina Durand : Thank you to all the presenters for their support and work on this. 

11:40:52  From  holtm : Thank you, presenters - this has been incredibly helpful! 

11:41:07  From  Tina Durand : Are we responsible/do we use our own strategies for setting up 

11:41:23  From  Marnie Reed : Is the possible 45-minute limit for Undergrad classes that typically 

meet for 50 minutes? Our Grad classes, of course, are three hours +/- 

11:41:28  From  Laurie Pohl : Ellen — clarification — will faculty use their Zoom account to create 

class meetings? 

11:41:44  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : Nermeen-I believe that is stated in the Back to 

BU guide. We can get confirmation though 

11:41:46  From  Tina Durand : rotation pods of students to attend in person classes, or will there 

be a standardized process for doing this? 

11:41:58  From  Nermeen Dashoush : thank you.  

11:42:13  From  Ellie Friedland : I the School of Theatre and Social Work the time limit is for all 

courses, including 4 hr plus class sessions 

11:42:23  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : Tina-there is no standardized process yet.  

11:42:44  From  Tina Durand : Ellen- is the plan to develop one? 

11:42:59  From  Grace Kim : Tina, I think a lot will depend on the social distanced room capacity, 

and how many students in your course are on campus, etc., etc. 



11:43:01  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : I would develop your own based on the number 

students you have 

11:43:08  From  Tina Durand : Thanks, Ellen. 

11:43:52  From  Yasuko Kanno : So if I have a 3-hour class, and 45 minute face-to-face is allowed, 

can we have more than one rotations in one class? Rotation 1 in the first hour, Rotation 2 in the second 

hour, and Rotation 3 in the third hour etc? 

11:44:30  From  Ariel Tichnor-Wagner : I’m still confused if BU at some point be communicating to 

faculty about how those rotations will be set up or we will be responsible? 

11:45:22  From  Nermeen Dashoush : so there is a 45 minute limit? I thought that wasn't 

confirmed  

11:45:26  From  Mary Hughes : To Yasko’s question: Students need to physically distance in the 

classroom, so this will be difficult. If everyone signs on to Zoom they will need headsets to avoid 

feedback. Google docs is another way around this 

11:45:42  From  Jerry Michael Whitmore Jr. : Yasuko - question.   I would suggest if you utilize this 

approach figure out a way to utilize the additional time for students while not in live classroom  

11:45:50  From  Megina Baker : Is there any moderation support available for smaller classes? 

11:46:52  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : moderators are normally for classes of 20 or 

more. If you can justify why you need one (and you have less than 20), you might have gotten one. FYI 

deadline went by......I would still apply now and see what happens 

11:47:13  From  Laurie Pohl : Google docs can be very challenging visually for some students if 20 

are editing at one time… 

11:49:16  From  Ellie Friedland : I'm confused about what remote students do when we rotate in 

person groups.  Doe people have ideas about this? 

11:49:37  From  Mary Hughes : You can assign virtual study groups for group work as well, and for 

Google doc you would assign small teams 

11:49:59  From  Mary Hughes : Not everything has to happen in the actual classroom 

11:50:14  From  Mary Hughes : The remote students will be watching over Zoom 

11:50:32  From  Mary Hughes : Some will be synchronous and some will be asynchronous 

11:51:16  From  Mary Hughes : You should really think about this as designing an online 

classroom so that all students can participate virtually 

11:51:52  From  Ellie Friedland : Most faculty in the School of Theatre are doing the first 2 weeks 

of courses fully remote. 

11:52:19  From  Mary Hughes : That make sense given the fact that many will be in quarantine 



11:54:30  From  Jerry Michael Whitmore Jr. : Ellie, that is a great idea for the first two weeks of 

class 

11:55:13  From  Ariel Tichnor-Wagner : Thank you! 

11:57:38  From  Tina Durand : I appreciate the suggestion to “prepare” the course as an online 

one, then work backward.  But online courses are different than remote courses.  Most of us don’t have 

experience with the specific pedagogy around online teaching- designing modules, etc. that are to be 

experienced asynchronously. 

11:59:32  From  Mary Hughes : The BB site Pedagogical Partnerships is set up as a resource for 

this, Tina. 

11:59:34  From  Mary Hughes : 

https://onlinecampus.bu.edu/webapps/blackboard/execute/content/blankPage?cmd=view&content_id

=_7990828_1&course_id=_67324_1 

11:59:45  From  Tina Durand : Thank you, Mary! 

11:59:46  From  claudiabrown : Can the chat be made available to us? 

12:00:04  From  Mary Hughes : That' 

12:00:15  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : Yes, Claudia. 

12:00:27  From  Eve Manz : Thanks! I would love the chat too. 

12:00:31  From  claudiabrown : Thank you, Ellen! 

12:00:47  From  Mary Hughes : That’s a great idea, Claudia! We can make a Q and A out of it and 

post it on our site. 

12:01:12  From  claudiabrown : Wonderful, thanks! 

12:01:37  From  Laurie Pohl : Will faculty be responsible for certifying students to enter 

classroom, ie., will they be checking some sort of app or pass to let them into classroom? 

12:02:09  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : That is a great question, Laurie! Not that I am 

aware of 

12:02:30  From  Yasuko Kanno : Can I confirm that classes with more than 30 students will have 

TAs? Because earlier I was told that that may not happen.  

12:02:59  From  Tina Durand : I had heard about the app for students to enter the classroom 

space, too.  Can this be clarified? 

12:03:12  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : Linda is working on that Yasko 

12:03:24  From  Yasuko Kanno : OK! 

12:04:12  From  Linda Banks-Santilli : Yasko, we have 11 faculty members that qualify for TAs for 

the fall, we are currently working on how to fund the students.   



12:05:57  From  Laurie Pohl : cleaning in between class sessions? 

12:06:49  From  Karen Murphy : outside woul dbe assuming no remote students? 

12:06:58  From  Mary Hughes : Even with all the university cleaning, you might want to carry 

some cleaning supplies with you to wipe off common surfaces 

12:08:25  From  Karen Murphy : probably a dumb question but field trips possible? 

12:09:09  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : I guess it would depend on regulations at the site 

and transportation 

12:09:58  From  Karen Murphy : any new info on how field experiences and supervision will work? 

12:10:03  From  Tina Durand : Tom- when classrooms are more “set” in August, will there be 

opportunity to request a classroom change?  One of my current classrooms (which I know may not be 

final) is in a basement with no window- something I am not comfortable with. 

12:10:08  From  Marla Zucker : Will we still be swapping offices this summer? 

12:10:32  From  Marla Zucker : Thanks. 

12:11:02  From  Eve Manz : Have to leave, but thank you so much for this helpful information and 

your hard work on this! 

12:11:07  From  Thomas Maldonado-Reis : Great question, Tina. The University has continued to 

message that our ability to make classroom changes will be limited, but I know they will respond to any 

requests we make. I’ve made known that our faculty would like to avoid the Psychology Basement as 

much as possible, and I’m hoping that’s addressed. 

12:11:36  From  Tina Durand : Thanks, Tom.  That’s exactly where my class is currently scheduled. 

12:11:50  From  Linda Banks-Santilli : supervision can be done remotely. Many of our sites are 

expecting students back; OPP is engaged through the Uni Collaborative that represents all educator prep 

programs.  Thus far, we are feeling positive about the number of schools, agencies, etc. stating that they 

will accept students in the fall. 

12:13:18  From  Nermeen Dashoush : should we be making arrangements for an emergency sub 

in case we get sick?  

12:13:35  From  Nermeen Dashoush : like a contingency plan.  

12:13:47  From  Tina Durand : Linda and Tom- even if the class shifts to remote because of 

student choice- like in class 3 or 4- still let you know that? 

12:14:01  From  Thomas Maldonado-Reis : Yes, please. 

12:14:08  From  Tina Durand : Got it. 

12:14:13  From  Linda Banks-Santilli : Yes 

12:14:18  From  Ellen Faszewski (she/her/hers) : Nermeen-we had discussed each faculty member 

should identify a sub for each course (in case they are needed!) 



12:14:29  From  Mary Hughes : Good question, Nermeen! I was wondering about that too. What 

if we can’t find someone? 

12:14:59  From  Mary Hughes : field 

12:15:01  From  Karen Murphy : Nermeen, program directors in T&L have been asked to provide 

that information (subs if needed) 

12:17:34  From  Karen Murphy : but if the classroom has been reassigned, that wouldn't be 

possible, no? 

12:18:00  From  Ellie Friedland : Thanks Jerry and Ellen. 

12:19:27  From  Nermeen Dashoush : thank you everybody  

12:19:32  From  Nermeen Dashoush : very helpful 

12:19:32  From  Laurie Pohl : Thanks, all! 

12:19:55  From  Nermeen Dashoush : we are all going to be ok. :) this is all doable  

12:20:00  From  Kate F. : I really appreciate the opportunity to hear from all of you. Thank you 

very much. 

12:20:17  From  Ellie Friedland : Thanks you to all panelists 

12:21:09  From  Yasuko Kanno : How do we access the 4pm training sessions? 

12:22:02  From  David Chard : Ellen, Grace, Mary, and Jerry- Thank you all very much for what you 

are doing to help prepare us for the fall! 

12:22:03  From  Kaylene Mae Stevens : Thank you for all this!  It shows how much thought you 

have put into this! 

12:22:29  From  Ariel Tichnor-Wagner : Thank you!! 


